
Applications

Helping companies 
keep their employees 
alive and safe...

The Insight Via™ Web-based safety
management system allows a vast 
amount of information to be recorded 
from a multitude of different sources --- all 
contained in one place.

The information can be translated into 
easy-to-read reports that allow safety 
personnel to effectively analyze their safety 
programs.

The configurable applications require no
software; hence no software installation or
maintenance is required. 
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achieve higher performance. 
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Mobile and Scanning 
Technology
My Insight Mobile App - enter 
observations, complete audits and incident 
reports offline, scan QR codes to complete 
PMA work orders and close outcorrective 
actions directly from an iOS orAndroid 
device.

My Walkthrough Mobile App - complete 
facility walkthrough inspections and assign 
correlated corrective actions 

BBS EZ Scan - print BBS checklists and 
scan completed observations

Training Quiz Scanning - documentation 
and retention of employee training using 
online quiz taking or quiz scanning.

How we do it

Applications
•Action Items – tasking multiple locations with the same action item at one time

•Audit Management - manage internal & external audits based on your own                
     company policies & procedures

•Behavior Based Safety - track behavioral observations to identify risk and        
     potential injuries

•Compliance Assistance Program - quickly track compliance with any              
     regularly scheduled activities at all work sites

•Driver File - quickly and easily manage all required DOT documentation and        
     updates for your CDL employees

•Excess Equipment - track extra equipment from location to location

•Incident Reporting - identify, report and evaluate incidents & assign/track       
     corrective actions to completion; including pre- & post risk assessments

•Permits - management of date sensitive permits & documents

•Policy Manual - create, deliver, update and version policies and documents

•Preventative Maintenance - organize all maintenance in one system

•Quality Management System - manage entire QMS processes including   
     audits and management of change

•Risk Management Program - meet customer and regulator expectations for        
     RMP’s

•Safety Climate - easily measure the effectiveness of your safety process using        
     the climate score (sum-total of your safety activities rolled into one score)

•Safety Data Sheets - keep a library of SDS’s for each location and overall        
     corporate list

•SPCC - develop a plan that meets the latest federal requirements

•Task Hazard Analysis - identify risk and reduce incidents

•Training Management - easy for locations to access training materials and        
     enter class information

•Unassociated Corrective Actions - assign corrective actions unassociated to a        
     specific variance


